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ON ASYMPTOTICS OF SOLUTION OF BOUNDARY
VALUE PROBLEM FOR ONE CLASS OF

EQUATIONS OF ARBITRARY ODD ORDER
Abstract

Boundary value problem is considered for one class of equations of arbitraryodd order containing small parameter at higher derivatives in rectangular do-main. Using iteration process we construct asymptotics with respect to smallparameter to any accuracy and estimate residue member.
By studying numerous real phenomena where there are irregular transition fromone physical characteristics to other ones, one has to investigate singular perturbedproblems. Such problems attracted attention of many mathematicians. Works ofVishik M.I. and Lusternik L.A. (see [1], [2]) are signi�cant development of theoryof singular perturbed problems. Most of investigated problems refer to classicalequations.There are no so many works devoted to asymptotics of solutions of boundaryvalue problems for non-classical di�erential equations. Here we should note thepapers [3]-[6].In the present paper in rectangular domain D = f(t; x) j 0 < t < T; 0 < x < 1gthe following boundary value problem is considered for one class of equations ofarbitrary odd order

L"u � (�1)m "2m@2m+1u@t2m+1 + "2@4u@x4 + @u@t � @2u@x2 + au = f (t; x) ; (1)
ujt=0 = @u@t

����t=0 = ::: = @mu@tm
����t=0 = 0 ; (2)

@m+1u@tm+1
����t=T = @m+2u@tm+2

����t=T = ::: = @2mu@t2m
����t=T = 0 ; (3)

ujx=0 = ujx=1 = 0 ; @2u@x2
����x=0 =

@2u@x2
����x=1 = 0 ; (4)

where " > 0 is a small parameter, a > 0 is a constant, f (t; x) is a given su�cientlysmooth function.It is known that for every �xed " there exists a unique solution of problem (1)-(4)(see [7]). The aim of our work is a construction of asymptotics of solution of theposed problem with respect to small parameter.
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To construct asymptotics we realize iteration processes. In the �rst iterationprocess we �nd approximate solution of equation (1) in the form

W = W0 + "2W1 + "4W2 + :::+ "2nWn: (5)
Putting (5) into (1) and equating the terms with the similar powers of ", weobtain @W0@t � @2W0@x2 + aW0 = f (t; x) ; (6)

@Wj@t � @2Wj@x2 + aWj = �@4Wj�1@x4 ; j = 1; 2; :::;m� 1; (7)
@Wk@t � @2Wk@x2 + aWk =

= �@4Wk�1@x4 + (�1)m+1 @2m+1Wk�m@t2m+1 ; k = m;m+ 1; :::; n:
(8)

Equations (6), (7), (8) di�er from each other only by right-hand parts. We solvethese equations under the following boundary conditions, respectively
Wj jt=0 = 0; (9)

Wj jx=0 = Wj jx=1 = 0; j = 0; 1; :::; n: (10)
Problem (6), (9), (10) at j = 0 will be called degenerate problem correspondingto problem (1)-(4).It is obvious that if f (t; x) is a su�ciently smooth function and all its even orderderivatives with respect to x vanish at x = 0 and x = 1, then degenerate problemhas su�ciently smooth solution, moreover, all even order derivatives of W0 (t; x)with respect to x will vanish at x = 0 and x = 1.Having known the function W0, we de�ne the function W1 from (7), (9), (10) at

j = 1. Continuing this process, we de�ne all functions Wi contained in expansion(5). It should be noted that functions Wi satisfy also the conditions
@2Wi@x2

����x=0 =
@2Wi@x2

����x=0 = 0; i = 0; 1; :::; n: (11)
Therefore further on we will not need to construct functions of boundary layertype close to boundaries x = 0 and x = 1.Thus, approximate solution W of equation (1) which satis�es the followingboundary conditions is constructed

W jt=0 = 0; (12)
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W jx=0 = W jx=1 = 0 ; @2W@x2
����x=0 =

@2W@x2
����x=1 = 0 : (13)

The functionW satis�es only the �rst of conditions (2) and does not satisfy, gen-erally speaking, the rest of the boundary conditions for t = 0. Therefore performingthe second iteration process, we add the function to the function W
V = " �V0 + "V1 + :::+ "2n+m�1V2n+m�1� (14)

of boundary layer type close to the boundary t = 0 so that the obtained sum W +Vsatisfy the rest m conditions t = 0:
@@t (W + V )����t=0 =

@2@t2 (W + V )����t=0 = ::: = @m@tm (W + V )����t=0 = 0: (15)
To construct functions Vj ; j = 0; 1; :::; 2n+m� 1; we write the second decom-position of operator L" close to boundary t = 0, to this end we make change ofvariables t = "� ; x = x: New expansion of the operator L" close to boundary t = 0has the form

L";1 � "�1�(�1)m @2m+1
@�2m+1 + @@� + "�� @2@x2 + a�+ "3 @4@x4

� :
Putting expression (14) for V into equation

L";1V = 0
and comparing the terms with similar powers of ", we obtain

(�1)m @2m+1V0@�2m+1 + @V0@� = 0 ; (16)
(�1)m @2m+1Vj@�2m+1 + @Vj@� = @2Vj�1@x2 � aVj�1; j = 1; 2; (17)

(�1)m @2m+1Vk@�2m+1 + @Vk@� =
= @2Vk�1@x2 � aVk�1 � @4Vk�3@x4 ; k = 3; 4; :::; 2n+m� 1:

(18)
Putting expressions of W and V from (5) and (14) respectively, into (15) andcomparing the coe�cients at same powers of ", we �nd boundary conditions, underwhich equations (16), (17), (18) are solved.For example, for equation (16), boundary conditions will have the following form

@V0@�
�����=0 = �@W0@t

����t=0 ;
@2V0@�2

�����=0 = 0; :::; @mV0@�m
�����=0 = 0: (19)
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Consequently, V0 is a solution of boundary layer type problem (16), (19).Characteristic equation corresponding to ordinary di�erential equation (16), has

m di�erent roots with a negative real part. It should be noted that this fact providesthe regularity of degeneration of problem (1)-(4) for t = 0.Solution of boundary layer type problem (16), (19) has the form
V0 = �@W0 (0; x)@t

�a01e�1� + a02e�2� + :::+ a0me�m�� ;
where a01; a02; :::; a0m are the known numbers, �1; �2; :::; � �m are those roots of equa-tion (�1)m �2m + 1 = 0 for which Re�i < 0; i = 1; 2; :::;m.The following lemma is validLemma 1. Functions Vs; s = 1; 2; :::; 2n + m � 1, de�ned as solutions of

boundary layer type equations (17), (18) and satisfying boundary conditions (15),

have the following representation

Vs = mX
i=1

ha(i)s0 (x) + a(i)s1 (x) � + :::+ a(i)ss (x) � si e�i� ;
where a(i)sj (x) ; i = 1; 2; :::;m; j = 1; 2; :::; s are expressed by means of values of

functions W0 (t; x) ; W1 (t; x) ; :::;Ws�m+1 (t; x) for t = 0 and their derivatives for

t = 0 (functions Wi with negative indices are assumed to be equal to zero identically).For the functions Vs to satisfy also the condition
Vsjt=0 = 0; s = 0; 1; ::; 2n+m� 1; (20)

we correct them in the following way
V0 = �@W0 (0; x)@t

ha01 �e�1� � 1�+ a02 �e�2� � 1�+ :::+ a0m �e�m� � 1�i ; (21)

VS = mX
i=1

ha(i)s0 (x) + a(i)s1 (x) � + :::+ a(i)ss (x) � si �e�i� � 1� : (22)
It is obvious that the retouched functions will also satisfy those equations andboundary conditions to which satis�ed the previous functions Vs.Let us multiply functions Vs by smoothing function and denote the obtained newfunctions again by Vs; s = 0; 1; :::; 2n+m� 1.Following (11), (12), (13), (14), (15), (20), (21), (22) we obtain that the con-structed sum W + V satis�es the following conditions

(W + V ) jt=0 = @@t (W + V ) jt=0 = ::: = @m@tm (W + V ) jt=0 = 0; (23)
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(W + V ) jx=0 = (W + V ) jx=1 = 0;

@2@x2 (W + V ) jx=0 = @2@x2 (W + V ) jx=1 = 0: (24)
The sum W + V , generally speaking, does not satisfy boundary conditions (3)at t = T . Therefore we add the function of boundary layer type close to boundary

t = T
� = "m+1 ��0 + "�1 + :::+ "2n+m�1�2n+m�1� (25)

to the sum W + V such that the obtained sum W + V + � satisfy the followingboundary conditions
@m+1
@tm+1 (W + V + �) jt=T = @m+2

@tm+2 (W + V + �) jt=T = :::
::: = @2m@t2m (W + V + �) jt=T = 0:

(26)

We de�ne function � as approximate solution of the equation
L";2� � "�1�� �(�1)m @2m+1�@y2m+1 + @�@y

�+ "��@2�@x2 + a��+ "3 @4�@x4
� = 0;

where y = T � t" .We do not stop on construction of functions �s; s = 0; 1; :::; 2n +m � 1. Wejust note that the following lemma similar to lemma 1 is valid.Lemma 2. The functions �s; s = 0; 1; :::; 2n +m � 1 de�ned as solutions of

boundary layer type of corresponding problems have the following representation

�0 = @m+1W0 (T; x)@tm+1
� b01�m1 e�1y + b02�m2 e�2y + :::+ b0m�mm e�my� ; (27)

�s = mX
i=1

hb(i)s0 (x) + b(i)s1 (x) y + :::+ b(i)ss (x) ysi e�iy; (28)
where b(i)sj (x) ; i = 1; 2; :::;m; j = 1; 2; :::; s are expressed by means of values of

functions W0 (t; x) ; W1 (t; x) ; :::;Ws�m+1 (t; x) and values of their derivatives at

t = T .Let us multiply functions �s by smoothing functions and for obtained new func-tions we leave the previous denotation.Since functions �s equal to zero identically for t = 0, then (23) implies that thesum W + V + � will satisfy also the following conditions
(W + V + �) jt=0 = @@t (W + V + �) jt=0 = ::: = @m@tm (W + V + �) jt=0 = 0: (29)
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From (10), (11), (27), (28) we obtain that
�sjx=0 = �sjx=1 = 0; @2�s@x2

����x=0 =
@2�s@x2

����x=1 = 0; s = 0; 1; :::; 2n+m� 1:
This fact and (25) imply that the sum W + V + � satis�es the conditions

(W + V + �) jx=0 = (W + V + �) jx=1 = 0;
@2@x2 (W + V + �) jx=0 = @2@x2 (W + V + �) jx=1 = 0 :

(30)

If we denote the constructed approximate solution of problem (1)-(4) by ~u, i.e.
W + V + � = ~u;

and denote the di�erence of exact and approximate solutions by z, i.e.
u� ~u = z; (31)

then we obtain the following asymptotic representation for solution of the problem(1)-(4)
u = nX

i=0 "
iWi + 2n+m�1X

j=0 "j+1Vj + 2n+m�1X
j=0 "j+m+1�j + z; (32)

where z is a residual member.Acting on the both sides of equality (31) by the corresponding decompositionof operator L" and taking into account equations obtained from iteration processes,we have:
L"z = "2n+2H (33)

where H (t; x; ") is a bounded function on D.Following (31), (2), (3), (4), (29), (26), (30) we have that function z satis�es thehomogeneous boundary conditions
zjt=0 = @z@t

����t=0 = ::: = @mz@tm
����t=0 = 0; (34)

@m+1z@tm+1
����t=T = @m+2z@tm+2

����t=T = ::: = @2mz@t2m
����t=T = 0; (35)

zjx=0 = zjx=1 = 0; @2z@x2
����x=0 =

@2z@x2
����x=1 = 0: (36)

The following lemma is valid.
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Lemma 3. For solution of problem (33)-(36) the following estimate holds

"2m  @mz@tm
����t=T

2L2(0;1) + "2 @2z@x2

2
L2(D)+

+@z@x
2L2(D) + c1 kzk2L2(D) � c2"2n+2;

(37)

where c7 > 0; c2 > 0 are constants independent of ".To prove lemma 3 we multiply the both sides of equaeion (33) by z and if weintegrate by parts over the domain D the obtained expressions, then subject toconditions (34)-(36) we obtain estimate (37).The following assertion follows from the above mentioned.Theorem. Let f (t; x) be a given function on D which has continuous deriva-

tives with respect to t to the 2m (n+ 1)-st order inclusively and with respect to x to

the 5m (2n+ 1)-st order inclusively, and all its even order derivatives with respect

to x vanish at x = 0 and x = 1. Then for solution of problem (1)-(4) asymptotic

reprelentation (32) holds, where functions Wi are de�ned by the �rst iteration pro-

cess, Vj dre fucntions of boundary layer type close to boundary t = 0; and �j - close
to t = T , which are de�ned by the corresponding iteration processes, z is a residual

member, moreover, for it, estimate (33) holds.
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